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Abstract—In this paper, we determine the accuracy of
Rahman’s interconnect prediction model for three-dimensional
(3-D) integrated circuits. Utilizing this model, we calculate the
wiring requirement for a set of benchmark standard-cell circuits.
We then obtain placed and routed wirelength figures for these
circuits using 3-D standard-cell placement and global-routing
tools we have developed. We find that the Rahman model predicts
wirelengths accurately (to within 20% of placement and of routing,
on average), and suggest some areas for minor improvement to
the model.
Index Terms—Rent’s Rule, system-level interconnect prediction
(SLIP), three-dimensional (3-D) integration.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

ECHNOLOGY feature sizes continue to shrink to meet
performance demands on integrated circuits. This, coupled with growing overall chip dimensions, leads to greater consumption of the available power and delay budgets by the interconnect structures on these chips [2]. As global and semiglobal
wires become increasingly expensive and clock frequencies become higher and higher, designers seek new architectures and
technologies that rely less on sending signals across the chip
[3]. However, few scalable solutions have been proposed.
One such solution is three-dimensional (3-D) integration. In
a 3-D integrated circuit, transistors may be fabricated on top of
other transistors, resulting in multiple layers of active components. These transistors may then be wired to other transistors on
the same device layer, to transistors on different device layers,
or both, depending on the process technology. Several different
approaches to fabricating 3-D circuits or 3-D-compatible transistors have been taken [4]–[7]. These vary in terms of the maximum number of device layers and the maximum density of interconnects between these layers. Some technologies, such as
vertical multi-chip module packaging (MCM-V), only permit
interconnects at the boundary of device layers, thus, making
MCM-V circuits effectively like folded two-dimensional (2-D)
circuits in most cases, in terms of their interconnect performance. Other technologies, such as epitaxial overgrowth, permit
direct connections between adjacent transistors on different device layers, but are not easily scaled to more than just a couple
such layers. The wafer-bonding approach shown in [7], where
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Fig. 1. Wafer-bonded structure with two device layers and copper interconnect
interface. (Figure courtesy A. Fan.)

discrete wafers are “glued” together using a copper interconnect
interface, permits multiple wafers and multiple third-dimension
interconnects, overcoming the above limitations.
The particular characteristics of a chosen 3-D technology
will assuredly impact the degree to which circuits may benefit
from the technology. In the above wafer-bonding technique,
for example, the bottom device layer is formed from a bulk
silicon wafer 500–700 microns thick; subsequent device layers
may be as thin as 1 or 2 microns if silicon-on-insulator (SOI)
wafers are used. The thickness of metallization layers also
adds to the total layer-to-layer thickness in this type of 3-D
integrated circuit, as does the thickness of the copper interwafer
interface. Wafers may be bonded face-to-face (i.e., such that
the metallizations are adjacent) or face-to-back; note, however,
that face-to-back bonding is required for three or more device
layers. With face-to-back bonding, interconnections between
wafers are formed using high-aspect-ratio vias through the
device area of the upper wafer. A diagram of a face-to-back
wafer-bonded structure is shown in Fig. 1.
In order to evaluate the potential of these 3-D integration technologies, Rahman et al. developed an interconnect-prediction
model for 3-D integrated circuits [1]. This model (to which we
will refer to as the Rahman model) is an extension of the Davis
stochastic predictive model for conventional 2-D integrated circuits [8]. However, while the accuracy of the Davis model has
been verified with numerous test cases, until now it has not been
possible to verify the Rahman model due to a lack of placed instances of circuits in a 3-D integration technology.
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To this end, we have developed standard-cell placement and
global-routing tools for 3-D integrated circuits by extending
state-of-the-art 2-D placement and routing techniques to the 3-D
case. Using these tools, we have obtained multiple-device-layer
placements for a set of benchmark circuits. With these results
from placement and routing, we may then determine the accuracy of the Rahman model.
II. PREDICTIVE MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
A. Overview of the Rahman–Davis Models
The Rahman model uses Rent’s Rule [9] to predict a wire,
length distribution for a given circuit. This distribution,
gives the number of wires of length within this circuit. Taking
over all valid values of
an appropriately-weighted sum of
(i.e., from the shortest possible length to the die-edge length)
yields the total wirelength, interconnect power consumption, or
interconnect delay of the circuit. This distribution function can
thus be used to make important determinations about circuit performance based solely on a priori measures of circuit parameters.
Specifically, Rent’s Rule stipulates that in a well-partitioned
design, the number of logic gates within a submodule of the
design and the number of interconnection terminals of this
module obey the relationship
(1)
where , the Rent coefficient, is the average number of terminals
per logic gate and is the Rent exponent, which is a designdependent fixed quantity that is around 2/3 for typical circuits.
Using Rent’s Rule, we may predict the number of interconnects
of length gate pitches from a given logic gate

(2)
where

and f.o. is the average fan-out,
is the logic gate in question,
is the number of gates at
Manhattan distance gate pitches from this gate (scaled so as to
is the number of gates between
avoid double-counting), and
gates at distance , as derived in
the gate in question and the
[1], [8]. We assume the gates to be of uniform size. A diagram
, ,
of logic gates is shown in
depicting the distribution
Fig. 2.
Knowing the number of interconnects of length originating
of gate
at a gate, we now must compute the number
pairs separated by length . This is done by counting gates in
of gate pairs
the grid in Fig. 2. Specifically, the number
in a single device layer that are separated by Manhattan distance
gate pitches is given in [8] by
(3)
where
Given

is the maximum length of a 2-D wire in gate pitches.
, we may write
(4)

N

= 1 is the logic
Fig. 2. Derivation of the 3-D wirelength distribution:
gate in question,
is the number of target logic gates at Manhattan distance
is the number of logic gates in between. , , and are
gate pitches, and
the gate width, height, and interlayer thickness in microns, respectively. (Figure
courtesy A. Rahman.)

N
N
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where is the unit-step function,
is the number of device
layers, is the interlayer thickness (expressed here in units of
gate pitches), and
are constants that depend on the number
of device layers and the range of interlayer interconnects [1].
(We assume for the purposes of this paper that interlayer interconnects may range over all device layers, i.e., that there is no
restriction on the number of device layers that a third-dimension
interconnect may span.)
and
, the wirelength distribution
Having computed
may be computed as in [1]
(5)
The quantity is a normalization constant such that the sum of
over all valid matches the total number of interconnects in
the circuit.
,
, and
For a given circuit, then, we may compute
and thereby obtain
,
, and
. In order to do so, we
require certain a priori values: the Rent exponent and coefficient, die size in gate pitches, gate fan-out, and number of device
layers to be targeted. To convert these values from units of gate
pitches to meters of wire, we require the gate height, average
gate width, and interlayer thickness in microns. We discuss
how these values are obtained in the following sections.
B. Adaptations for 3-D Standard-Cell Placement and Routing
1) Dimensions: In standard-cell circuits, the gates and lowlevel modules are synthesized as rectangular cells of fixed height
and variable width. The die area is specified a priori as a fixed
number of rows with fixed height and width and fixed inter-row
spacing (i.e., a fixed-die context). For 3-D circuits, we preserve
the fixed-die context by scaling the number of rows and width
of rows by the square root of the number of device layers, so as
to maintain constant area for cell placement.
To determine the gate count and gate pitch, we use the size of
the narrowest cell as the unit gate. The gate count is then equal
to the total cell width divided by the width of the unit gate, and
the horizontal and vertical gate pitch are given by the width of
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the unit gate and the row-to-row pitch given by the fixed-die
context respectively.
is given by the technology.
The layer-to-layer thickness
In a wafer-bonded circuit, for example, may be as low as a
few microns. If a solder-bump interconnect interface is used,
on the other hand, the thickness may not increase appreciably,
but the capacitance of interwafer interconnects may increase by
as much as an order of magnitude. For MCM-V packages, the
average die-to-die interconnect length scales with the die size.
Thus, one may wish to determine as a function of electrical
parameters (or other parameters) of the interlayer interconnect,
rather than strictly as the distance between device layers.
2) Determination of Rent Parameters: Rent parameters for
a given circuit traditionally are determined by recursive partitioning of the circuit netlist. However, it has been shown that
a similar version of the Rent parameters can be derived from
placement. Furthermore, Rent parameters from placement are
believed to reflect more accurately the distribution of wires and
the quality of placement. Indeed, wirelength estimation for 2-D
circuit placements using placement-based Rent parameters is
more accurate [10].
There are two generally-accepted ways to compute the Rent
parameters. In both cases, gate counts and terminal counts are
computed for submodules of the circuit at various levels of hierarchy [9]. One may then find simultaneously the Rent coefficient and Rent exponent that provide the best fit to the data, as
in [10]. This typically produces a Rent coefficient that differs
from the average number of terminals per gate. Alternatively,
one may compute the Rent coefficient using its definition as the
average number of terminals per gate, and then find the Rent
exponent that best fits the data using this Rent coefficient. We
will use the latter method, since the predictive model assumes
this value for the Rent coefficient.
It is expected that the greater number of nearest neighbors
available to transistors in 3-D integrated circuits leads to a shift
in the wirelength distribution toward local wires and a reduced
need for inter-partition interconnects at any fixed partition size.
In other words, the Rent exponent derived from a 3-D placement
of a given circuit is expected to be less than that derived from a
2-D placement; in particular, for a given circuit
(6)
for modest values of . (
denotes the Rent exponent
derived from partitioning, and is the Rent exponent derived
from a placement using device layers.)
Since it is our goal to evaluate the Rahman model as an a
priori estimation tool for circuits for 3-D integration, we will
utilize the Rent parameters extracted from partitioning and from
2-D placement.
3) A Note on Hierarchy: It is observed that nearly all
state-of-the-art placement tools for standard-cell circuits utilize
some form of hierarchical or top-down algorithm. Most commonly, placement is divided into global and detailed stages.
During global placement, the placement problem is partitioned
into smaller problems that are manageable by a detailed
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Fig. 3. Partitioning strategy where device-layer assignment is done first in
order to minimize the number of interlayer vias.

placement engine. This detailed placement engine, working
separately on each of these small problems, determines the
eventual final location of all the cells.
The Davis model can be extended to reflect this hierarchical
placement methodology [11]. In doing so, two separate Rent
exponents are used, one for the partitioning process and one
for the assignment of cell locations within a partition. This corresponds to the use of separate Rent exponents for global and
detailed placement stages. For example, in [11], the situation
where detailed placement locations are randomly assigned (cor) is considered. Conversely,
responding to Rent exponent
if detailed placement locations are assigned using a partitioning
algorithm, it is expected that the two Rent exponents will be
equal and that the hierarchical model will reduce to the Davis
model. Since this is the case with our placement tool (as will
be described in the following section), the use of the Davis and
Rahman methodologies is suitable.
Using the dimensional values and Rent parameters obtained
as described above, we are able to predict the wirelength disof a given circuit. In the next section, we distribution
cuss briefly the tools we have developed to determine the actual
placed and routed wirelengths of the same circuits.

III. OVERVIEW OF THE 3-D PLACE-AND-ROUTE TOOLS
A. 3-D Standard-Cell Placement
We have developed a standard-cell placement tool for 3-D
integrated circuits [12]. The placement is done at both global
and detailed stages by recursive min-cut hypergraph bipartition
based on [13], with fine tuning of the final cell locations done
optimally as in [14]. That is, the circuit is represented as a hypergraph to be embedded into the die, where each cell corresponds to a node and each net corresponds to a hyperedge of
the graph. This hypergraph is then partitioned repeatedly such
that the number of nets cut by each partitioning step is minimized. Each partitioning step localizes the cells of the circuit to
smaller and smaller subregions of the overall die area.
To extend this algorithm to three dimensions, we take the sequence of partitioning steps for 2-D placement and interleave
additional steps that localize cells to specific device layers. The
ordering of these steps with respect to the partitioning steps for
2-D placement determines the overall placement quality. If, for
example, the partitioning into device layers is done first, this
yields a placement that minimizes the number of interlayer vias
(Fig. 3). Alternatively, partitioning of a die subregion into device layers can be done considering the aspect ratio of the subregion—that is, the partitioning is performed when the z axis
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Fig. 4. Partitioning strategy where device-layer assignment is done by
considering aspect ratio in order to minimize total wire length.

Fig. 6. Top layer of a two-device-layer placement of a benchmark circuit.

Fig. 5. Single-net example of the hierarchical routing procedure. Routing
proceeds from stage (a)–(f) by recursive partitioning.

thickness of the subregion exceeds the height or width (Fig. 4).
In this case, the resulting wire length is minimized. Wirelengths
are determined using the half-perimeter metric, which in the 3-D
case is the sum of the length, width, and height of the bounding
box containing all terminals of a given net.
At the interface, the user may specify the number of device
layers, as well as whether it is desired to minimize the overall
wire length or the number of interlayer vias. The user must
specify the size of the interlayer vias in the same units used to
provide the die dimensions to the tool; this is akin to specifying
the interlayer pitch to the predictive model.
B. 3-D Global Routing
Our global router is an over-the-cell router based on the hierarchical approach in [15]. The routing substrate, consisting of
the wiring surface above the placed cells as well as any area
unoccupied by cells (for placement of interlayer vias), is recursively partitioned into routing subregions. Wires are either
wholly contained within a subregion or are cut by the partition; the cut points become terminals for detailed routing by a
switchbox router. For routing of interlayer wires where the wire
must go through the upper device layer, area is allocated during
placement, either between cell rows (i.e., in the fixed-die specification) or within rows (i.e., as 3-D feed-throughs in the extra
space in the row). A sample routing for a single net is shown
(from a 2-D perspective for clarity) in Fig. 5.
The results of global routing are computed as the sum over all
routing regions of the half-perimeter wirelengths of the wires
contained within each region. This measurement should more
closely reflect the final aggregate wire length.
Our standard-cell tools are implemented in about 17 000 lines
of C code. For partitioning during placement, the user may select between hMetis [16] and PaToH [17], two high-quality

Fig. 7.

Bottom layer of a two-device-layer placement of a benchmark circuit.

hypergraph partitioners. Circuit netlists and die specifications
may be given in either GSRC or Cadence LEF/DEF formats.1
In Figs. 6 and 7, a two-device-layer placement of a benchmark
circuit is shown.
IV. PERFORMANCE OF THE MODEL
In order to evaluate the predictions of the Rahman model,
we first calibrate our placement tool against leading-edge tools
for 2-D placement. Table I provides wirelengths obtained for
circuits from the IBM-PLACE 2.0 benchmark set, for which
wirelengths obtained by placers Dragon [19], Capo MetaPlacer
[20], and Cadence QPlace were obtained in [21]. We observe
that our placer is competitive with state-of-the-art tools for 2-D
placement.
We have used our tools to place and route circuits from the
ISPD ’98 benchmark suite [] using one through five device
layers for each circuit. We choose this benchmark suite since
it contains several large circuits; for purposes of comparison
between the predictions of the Rahman model and placement
1Available:
ment/plFormats.html

http://vlsicad.cs.ucla.edu/GSRC/bookshelf/Slots/Place-
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF OUR PLACER AND OTHER STATE-OF-THE-ART PLACERS
ON THE IBM-PLACE 2.0 CIRCUIT BENCHMARK SET. WIRE LENGTHS
ARE IN METERS

TABLE II
CELLS OF THE ISPD ’98 BENCHMARK SUITE USED IN THIS STUDY

Fig. 9. Predicted versus placed and routed wirelengths of the average
benchmark circuit. Wire length is normalized to exhibit the percentage
reduction due to 3-D integration. Interlayer pitch t is 1 micron.

Fig. 10. Predicted versus placed and routed wirelengths of the average
benchmark circuit. Wire length is given relative to the 2-D placed wire length.
Interlayer pitch t is 250 microns.

Fig. 8. Predicted versus placed and routed wirelengths of the average
benchmark circuit. Wire length is given relative to the 2-D placed wire length.
Interlayer pitch t is 1 micron.

outcomes, we use the eight largest circuits from this benchmark. Some of the figures of merit for these circuits are given
in Table II. In particular, we provide the Rent exponent as
calculated from partitioning and from 2-D placements using
both methods described in Section II. The value (1) is the Rent
exponent from partitioning. Value (2) is the one used in the
model. Value (3) is computed using the method in [10].
In Figs. 8 and 9, we compare the total wire length of these circuits as predicted by the Rahman model versus as obtained by

placement and routing, assuming an interlayer pitch of 1 (i.e.,
assuming that an interlayer via is equivalent to 1 micron of metal
wire). In Fig. 8, the wirelengths are normalized to the 2-D placement case and averaged over all eight circuits. Fig. 9 shows the
same data where all wirelength curves are normalized to their
2-D cases, so that one may see how the model predicts the percent reduction in total circuit wire length as a function of number
of device layers.
Similarly, Figs. 10 and 11 compare the prediction of the
Rahman model to the placement and routing outcomes for the
same circuits, but where an interlayer pitch of 250 is used (i.e.,
where an interlayer via is equivalent to 250 microns of metal
wire).
Finally, we may verify some of the underlying assumptions of
the model by comparing the predicted wire length distribution
with the distribution obtained from placement. As an example,
Fig. 12 gives the predicted wire length distribution (number of
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Fig. 11. Predicted versus placed and routed wirelengths of the average
benchmark circuit. Wire length is normalized to exhibit the percentage
reduction due to 3-D integration. Interlayer pitch t is 250 microns.

Fig. 13. Placed wire length distribution for the ibm14 benchmark circuit with
interlayer pitch t of 1 micron.
TABLE III
ABSOLUTE PREDICTION ERROR RELATIVE TO PLACED WIRE LENGTH AS A
FUNCTION OF NUMBER OF DEVICE LAYERS AND INTER-LAYER THICKNESS

TABLE IV
ABSOLUTE PREDICTION ERROR RELATIVE TO ROUTED WIRE LENGTH AS A
FUNCTION OF NUMBER OF DEVICE LAYERS AND INTER-LAYER THICKNESS

Fig. 12. Predicted wire length distribution for the ibm14 benchmark circuit
with interlayer pitch t of 1 micron.

wires in the circuit as a function of wire length) for the ibm14
circuit. Fig. 13 provides the distribution from placement for the
same circuit.
V. DISCUSSION
It can be seen that the Rahman model is fairly accurate in
predicting how 3-D integration affects the wirelengths of circuits. We see in Tables III and IV that the wire length predictions using the 2-D placement Rent exponent are within about
20% of the wirelengths obtained from placement and of those
obtained from global routing. As expected, we find that the Rent
exponents from 2-D placement more accurately reflect the character of the 3-D placements than do the Rent exponents from
partitioning, because of the use of terminal propagation in both
2-D and 3-D placement algorithms. Both the model and the
placement and routing data thus show that 3-D integration provides useful benefits for digital circuits: a reduction in total wire
length of up to 28% using two wafers to 51% using five wafers
is possible.

In Figs. 12 and 13, we observe that the model predicts the
shape of the wirelength distribution fairly well. In addition,
we see that increasing the number of device layers shifts the
distribution leftward, yielding more local wires and fewer
global and semiglobal wires. However, we also observe that the
model tends to underestimate the number of medium-length
wires while overestimating the number of global wires. It
is believed that this discrepancy arises from the assumption
within the model that the gates are laid out in a square array,
while in actual placements, the aspect ratio may deviate from
unity. Additionally, the use of a constant fan-out, independent
of wire length, may affect the distribution.
Another area for improvement of the 3-D aspects of the model
is in the model’s prediction of percent reduction in wire length
(Figs. 9 and 11), which appears to be slightly inaccurate. It is
not clear, however, whether the error lies in strictly 2-D aspects
of the model, or in the extension to 3-D, or both.
Therefore, we examine the percentage of interconnects
that span multiple device layers. As we see in Fig. 14, placements with a high interlayer pitch use less of the available
interlayer bandwidth. However, within the Rahman model,
and 3-D
the division of interconnects into 2-D
components is less strongly
dependent on the number of wafers, as can be seen in the figure.
This error thus possibly may be explained by the computation
.
of
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VI. CONCLUSION
We have developed standard-cell placement and
global-routing tools for 3-D integration. These tools are
competitive with state-of-the-art tools for conventional 2-D
circuits; we use them to obtain placement and routing figures
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